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Abstract

Not all incumbents perform better after adding a new business model, which raises the question, under what conditions does new business model addition improve incumbent performance? Extending the innovation literature, the authors develop a contingent alignment framework for analyzing changes in incumbent performance. After identifying two types of incumbent assets, complementary and conflicting, they highlight the influence of two types of managerial action—timing and organizational mode of the addition — that act as enablers for incumbent performance change. The proposed contingent alignment thesis states that incumbent performance after new business model addition should improve when the incumbent firm exhibits agility (i.e., aligns complementary assets with early addition of the model) and adaptation (i.e., aligns conflicting assets with addition of the model as an autonomous business unit). To test these hypotheses, the authors analyze a ten-year time series of 513 observations associated with 56 publicly traded, physical-store-based retailers that added online retailing as a new business model. Most of the test results supported the hypotheses.
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